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Two-Way Radios vs. Cellphones

Benefits of Radios Over Cellphones
in a Business Environment
With an increasingly mobile
workforce, there is a greater
need to save costs while
maintaining safety and
increasing productivity.
Simultaneously, you are facing
more challenges and pressure
from customers, competitors and
regulating bodies to perform
your best.
To meet these challenges head
on, you need a reliable, durable
and instant means of
communication with your team.
Although businesses are
tempted to use cellphones, they
present many challenges and fall
short when it comes to
delivering clear and efficient
communication.
With today’s advanced two-way radio technology, businesses
that choose radios reap benefits such as faster decision-making,
enhanced security and reduced downtime.
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Most Significant Mobile Device Issues Experienced
Remote management and support capabilities
Washed out display in bright conditions
Security vulnerabilities
Lack of enterprise-class accessories
Application not intuitive / easy to use
High incidence of device hardware failure
Non responsive touch display in wet conditions
High incidence of accessory failure
High incidence of software failure
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Source: Enterprise Mobility & Connected Devices. VDC Research, 2013.

Cellphone and Radio Usage Statistics

Two-way radios save up to

50%

of total costs incurred by
1
cellphones in a 5-year period.

65%

of cellphone enterprise users say
that their cellphone batteries
“frequently” or occasionally” do
4
not last the whole shift.

Cellphones are

3x

60 to 120 minutes
2

more likely to fail.

20%

of organizations using mobile
devices have gaps in coverage or
are limited to where they can
5
communicate clearly.
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of productivity are lost each time
3
a mobile device isn’t functioning.

46%

of manufacturing businesses state
that digital radios can reduce
6
downtime between 10% and 20%.

Regarding communication systems for mobile workers,
how important are the following?

Source: Business Critical Communication: Benefits of Selecting Two-Way Radios Over Cellphones”. VDC Research, 2014.
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How do Radios Compare to Cellphones?
Communication
Two-Way Radio

Cellphone

1-to-1 communication
1-to-many communication
Instant communication
No dropped calls
High volume audio
Noise suppression in loud noise environments
Text messaging
Work order tickets
Email gateway
Use Bluetooth to step away from your radio and
continue working
Windporting allows you to be heard in windy and
outdoor environments
Feedback suppressor eliminates “howling”
Rugged accessories for loud noise environments
Integrated Wi-Fi

1-to-1 communication
Hard to hear in loud environments
Dropped calls
Limited audio volume
Areas with no coverage
Long-distance call charges
Email gateway
Must always have the cellphone on hand to talk
Integrated Wi-Fi
Network overload during peak usage with calls not
going through

Control
Two-Way Radio

Cellphone

Choose what features and control operations to
have
GPS Tracking of personnel, fleets and property
Can only talk to coworkers within your network
All apps and third-party features verified by
Motorola Solutions
Workplace apps only
Instant communication with a co-worker without
leaving the workstation
Can be used with gloves
Future-proof and scalable to be updated and
controlled
Software updates made by the administrator
Monitor battery age and know when it needs to be
replaced
Easily replace the battery

No control over features and operations
Can get distracted with other apps such as games
Can make non-work calls
Too many features may be overwhelming to some
users
Must have direct contact with hands to work
Not future-proofed
Constant software updates
Programmed by the user
No indicator of battery age or monitoring
Some closed phones don’t allow you to replace the
battery
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Cost
Two-Way Radio

Cellphone

No monthly fees
One radio can last up to 10 years
End-of-life support for up to 5 years after a radio has
been discontinued
Extended warranty available

Recurring monthly fees
Data roaming charges
Quickly obsolete
Expensive to replace

Safety and Security
Two-Way Radio

Cellphone

Personalized secure and private network
Private work frequencies
Private encryption
Lost or stolen radios can be deactivated
Intrinsically safe options for hazardous
environments
Man down alert
Lone worker alert
Emergency button
Transmit interrupt in emergency situations
Mobile radios in cars allow you to answer calls
“hands-free”

Public network
Unknown frequencies
Unknown encryption
Susceptible to downloadable viruses
Susceptible to hacks
Susceptible to theft
Not intrinsically safe
No safety features
No emergency button
Can get fined for using a cellphone while driving

Durability
Cellphone

Two-Way Radio
Rugged and waterproof devices
Long lasting batteries up to 29 hours on a single
charge allows for multiple shifts to use one radio
Built to withstand shocks
Can withstand drops
Tightly sealed to protect against dust
Can withstand high temperatures
Discrete accessories allow you to go undercover
Extended warranty available

Fragile, consumer-grade devices
High failure rate
Short battery life
Fragile accessories
Can’t be dropped
Not waterproof
Limited warranty
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Let’s Continue the Conversation
KELCOM Radio Solutions is an award-winning telecommunications company that prides itself on offering seamless all-in-one
enterprise solutions. We focus on all elements of wireless, including Voice, Data and Broadband for on-site and wide-area
applications. Contact us to today find out how we can help you with your wireless solution needs!

Quality Service doesn’t cost - it pays!
KELCOM Toronto
161 North Rivermede Rd, # 3-4
Vaughan, ON L4K 3N6
Tel: 905-761-6070

KELCOM Windsor
1983 Ambassador Drive
Windsor, ON N9C 3R5
Tel: 519-250-9100
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